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Elegance meets organization with this abundant portfolio of multipurpose peel-and-stick labels,

designed in a variety of sizes to dress up gift packages, homemade treats, books, snail mail, and

more.
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First of all, everything Rifle Paper Company makes is beautiful and of top quality. This book of

labels and stickers is no exception! There are several different pages of labels/stickers and there

are 3-4 duplicates of each page. So... have one particular sticker you LOVE? Don't worry about

using it because there are few more on subsequent pages! Again, beautiful product and great for

anyone who enjoys paper crafts or dressing up letters and packages!

Like all Rifle Paper Co products, I love these stickers!They are super cute and the perfect touch to

for wrapping presents and for mailing. I use them to mail special orders out for my small business

and think they are cute and sophisticated adornments: just what I was looking for! It comes with

multiple stickers of each design ranging from patterned banner shaped stickers, round floral,

decorative rectangles, "snail mail", "special delivery", to + from, lined to "Ex Libris". I have been

using Rifle Paper Co products for years and trust their designs and quality to make hand written

notes extra special.----------I purchased my first set of stickers in person at Anthropologie. When I

was running low, I naturally went to  for replacements. (For some reason Rifle Paper Co does not

sell these products directly, as I prefer to support small businesses when possible). Overall, I have

purchased 5+ of these sticker books. (I mail packages for my job, and love to add these stickers for



special occasions).I purchased two from  on Nov 1st with my free prime 2-day shipping and was told

it could take over 2 months to stock and mail. I was hoping to get lucky and receive it sooner than

later. I should have guessed: these stickers arrived the few days I was visiting family for

Thanksgiving. Unlike other products I have purchased on  they were mailed separately in two

different mailers - strange to me. I hope they worked this out as I would love to purchase this

product in the future and have it arrive a few days later (like  usually delivers).

These are cute but there is not enough room to write on them in my opinion. Best probably for

scrapbooking. I was looking to label homemade products/gifts which some of the stickers are good

for but more are not. There are some "from the kitchen of" which is good and some look like they

would make good wine/bottle stickers (not labels). An interesting selection to be sure.

These stickers are beautiful! There's is a good variety, all are adorable & there are enough

duplicates of each design so that you can actually use them while keeping some for yourself (fellow

stingy sticker hoarders will understand). I will purchase more when I run low on these.

Designs vary - they are both useful and whimsical. There's a Pay Avion label for any snail mail nut,

birthday tags, cute bookplates and nicely cut 'washi-esque' tabs.

Confession: I love Rifle Paper Co. products in general, so I might be a bit biased. I also have a thing

for labels! But these are really just beautiful, and I love that they're not shiny/glossy like so many

others, which makes them feel a bit more grown-up and elegant. My only qualm is that they require

a little more persistence to peel off, but I'm going to assume this also means they'll stay put once

you decide where to use them. At a hair under $10, I think these are well worth the price for any

number of projects ranging from junk journals to gift giving occasions.

Rifle Paper Co. makes high quality products and the botanicals labels and stickers booklet is no

exception! These stickers/labels do not tear as compared to similar/cheaper products.In terms of

variety, this booklet includes to/from gift labels, recipe card headers, this book belongs to's, florals,

banners and more. This makes a great gift or treat for yourself!

These are alright. The stickers/labels that are in there are of high quality and are truly lovely. One

thing that I was not pleased with was the amount of book plates in this set. I am not a reader and all



of those will go to waste unless I find someone to give them to. Also, I don't have much use for the

small gift labels (To/From)- at least I think I will likely forget to go to this set when it comes time to

label a gift, they will more than likely be tagged with a purchased label or a card. So for me,

personally, I would say: high quality; though not completely a usable product for me.
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